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Abstract An important problem in distributed systems is
to detect termination of a distributed computation. A com-
putation is said to have terminated when all processes have
become passive and all channels have become empty. In this
paper, we present a suite of algorithms for detecting termi-
nation of a non-diffusing computation for an arbitrary com-
munication topology under a variety of conditions. All our
terminationdetectionalgorithmshaveoptimalmessagecom-
plexity. Furthermore, they have optimal detection latency
when message processing time is ignored.
Keywords Monitoring distributed system · Termination
detection · Arbitrary communication topology · Optimal
algorithm · Diffusing and non-diffusing computations ·
Simultaneous and delayed initiations · Single-hop and
multi-hop application messages
1 Introduction
One of the fundamental problems in distributed systems is
to detect termination of an ongoing distributed computation.
The problem arises, for example, when computing shortest
paths between pairs of nodes in a network. The distributed
computation is modeled as follows. A process can either be
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in active state or passive state. Only an active process can
send an application message. An active process can become
passive at anytime. A passive process becomes active only
on receiving an application message. A computation is said
to have terminated when all processes have become passive
and all channels have become empty. The problem of ter-
mination detection was independently proposed by Dijkstra
and Scholten [11] and Francez [12] more than two decades
ago. Since then, many researchers have worked on this pro-
blem and, as a result, a large number of algorithms have
been developed for termination detection (e.g., [4,9,10,14–
16,21,23–26,29,30,32]). Note that termination is a stable
property. Thus a simple approach for detecting termination
is to repeatedly take a consistent snapshot of the under-
lying computation using any of the algorithms described in
[1,5,13,18], and then test the snapshot for the termination
condition. More efﬁcient algorithms have been developed
which do not depend on taking consistent snapshots of the
computation. Most of the termination detection algorithms
can be broadly classiﬁed into four categories, namely com-
putation tree based, invigilator based, double wave based
and single wave based.
In the computation tree based approach, a dynamic tree is
maintained based on the messages exchanged by the under-
lying computation. A process not currently “participating”
in the computation, on receiving an application message,
remembers the process that sent the message (and joins the
dynamictree)untilit“leaves”thecomputation.Thiscreatesa
parent-child relationship among processes that are currently
“part” of the computation. A process may join and leave the
tree many times. Example of algorithms based on this idea
can be found in [11,30,4].
In the invigilator based approach, a distinguished process
called the coordinator, is responsible for maintaining cur-
rent status of all processes either directly or indirectly. The
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coordinatormayeitherexplicitlymaintainthenumberofpro-
cessesthatarecurrently“participating”inthecomputationor
may only know whether there exists at least one process that
is currently “participating” in the computation (ascertained
via missing credit/weight [15,24] or some other mechanism
[21]).Manyalgorithmsinthisclassassumethatthetopology
contains a star and the coordinator is directly connected to
every process [15,24]. These algorithms can be generalized
to work for any communication topology at the expense of
increased message complexity.
Thenexttwoclassesofalgorithmsarebasedonthenotion
of wave [31]. A wave is a control message or a subset of
control messages that sweep through the entire system visi-
ting all processes on the way. As the wave travels through
processes, it collects their local snapshots, which are then
combined to obtain a snapshot of the entire system.
In the double wave based approach, two (possibly
inconsistent) snapshots of the computation are taken in such
a way that there is at least one consistent snapshot lying
between the two snapshots. The interval between the two
snapshots is then tested for any possible activity. In case the
interval is quiescent (no activity took place), termination can
be announced. It can be proved that evaluating the termina-
tion condition for either of the snapshots is actually equiva-
lent to evaluating the condition for any consistent snapshot
lying between the two snapshots [2]. Various algorithms dif-
fer in the manner in which they test for quiescence of an
interval and emptiness of channels. Examples of algorithms
based on this idea can be found in [9,14,23,25].
In the single wave based approach, a snapshot of the com-
putation is ﬁrst tested for consistency. If the test evaluates to
true, then the snapshot is analyzed for the termination condi-
tion. The consistency test is such that if the snapshot is not
consistent then the test will deﬁnitely evaluate to false. It is
possible that the test may evaluate to false even if the snap-
shot is consistent. However, if the snapshot is taken after the
computation has terminated, then the test is guaranteed to
evaluate to true. Various algorithms differ in the manner in
which they test for consistency of a snapshot and emptiness
of channels. Examples of algorithms based on this idea can
be found in [16,23,29].
In addition, termination detection algorithms can also be
classiﬁedbasedontwootherattributes:(1)whetherthedistri-
buted computation starts from a single process or from mul-
tiple processes (diffusing computation versus non-diffusing
computation),and(2)whetherthedetectionalgorithmshould
be initiated along with the computation or can be initiated
anytime after the computation has started (simultaneous ini-
tiationversus delayedinitiation).Delayedinitiationisuseful
when the underlying computation is message-intensive and
therefore it is preferable to start the termination detection
algorithm later when the computation is “close” to termina-
tion.
Table 1 shows the (worst-case) message complexity and
detection latency for the best algorithm in each of the four
classes and for our algorithms. The table also indicates
assumptions, if any, made about the communication topo-
logy. The complexity expressions given in the table are deri-
ved under the assumptions that: (1) application messages
are only exchanged between neighboring processes in the
topology, and (2) message transmission time is O(1) unit
and message processing time is ignored. (The latter assump-
tion is only used to analyze the detection latency of a
termination detection algorithm and not to prove its
correctness.) Most termination detection algorithms are ana-
lyzed under these two assumptions (e.g.,[ 11,23,4,8]). Hen-
ceforth, in this paper, all complexity expressions are
presentedorderivedundertheabovetwoassumptionsunless
otherwise stated. Later, in Section 3.6, we present a more
detailed analysis of the detection latency of our termination
detection algorithms in terms of both message processing
time and message transmission time. When message proces-
sing time is considered explicitly, it turns out that our ter-
mination detection algorithms are no longer latency-optimal
for all communication topologies (but are still message-
optimal).
In[21],MahapatraandDuttconsiderthecasewhenappli-
cation messages can be exchanged between arbitrary
processes. For some algorithms in parallel computing, even
non-neighboring processes may be required to exchange
applicationmessageswitheachother[7].Later,inSection5,
we describe how to maintain optimality of our termination
detection algorithm when application messages may travel
multiple hops.
Chandy and Misra [6] prove that any termination detec-
tion algorithm, in the worst case, must exchange at least
M control messages, where M is the number of application
messages exchanged. Also, in the worst-case, the detection
latency of any termination detection algorithm measured in
terms of message hops is D, where D is the diameter of
the communication topology. Algorithms derived from the
computationtreebasedapproachtypicallyhaveoptimalmes-
sagecomplexitybutnon-optimaldetectionlatency(e.g.,[11,
17]). On the other hand, algorithms that use the invigila-
tor based approach typically have optimal detection latency
butnon-optimalmessagecomplexity(e.g.,[15,24,21]).(The
message-complexity is optimal only when the diameter of
thecommunicationtopologyisconstant.)Toourknowledge,
at present, there is no termination detection algorithm that
has optimal message complexity as well as optimal detec-
tion latency for all communication topologies. The message
complexity of a termination detection algorithm measures
the overhead imposed by the algorithm on the system during
its execution. Its detection latency measures the delay incur-
red between when the computation terminates and when the
termination is actually detected (and announced). Clearly,
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Table 1 Comparisonofvariousterminationdetectionalgorithms(assumediffusingcomputation,simultaneousinitiationandsingle-hopapplication
messages unless indicated otherwise)
Termination detection algorithm Message complexity Detection latencya Communication topology
Computation tree based (e.g., [11]) O(M) O(N) Any
Invigilator based (e.g., [24]) O(M) O(1) Diameter is constant
Modiﬁed invigilator basedb (e.g., [24]) O(MD) O(D) Any
Double wave basedc (e.g., [2]) O(MN) O(D) Any
Single wave basedc (e.g., [23]) O(MN) O(D) Any
Our algorithm O(M) O(D) Any
Our algorithm (non-diffusing computation) O(M + N) O(D) Any
Our algorithm (non-diffusing computation
and delayed initiation) O( ¯ M + E) O(D) Any
Our algorithm (non-diffusing computation
and multi-hop application messages) O(MH+ N) O(D) Any
N number of processes in the system, E number of channels (or links) in the communication topology, M number of application messages
exchanged by the underlying computation, ¯ M number of application messages exchanged by the underlying computation after the termination
detection algorithm began, D diameter of the communication topology, H average number of hops traveled by application messages, O( · )
complexity expression is optimal
aIgnoring message processing time
bInvigilator based adapted for arbitrary communication topology
cWave is collected using a breadth-ﬁrst-search spanning tree to ensure optimality of detection latency
it is desirable to minimize both message complexity and
detection latency of a termination detection algorithm.
Note that, for a general non-diffusing computation, any
terminationdetectionalgorithmmustexchangeatleast N−1
control messages in the worst-case, where N is the number
of processes in the system. Chandrasekaran and Venkatesan
[4] prove another lower bound on message-complexity: if
the termination detection algorithm is initiated anytime after
the computation has started, then the algorithm, in the worst
case, must exchange at least E control messages, where E is
thenumberofcommunicationchannels(orlinks)inthetopo-
logy. They also show that delayed initiation is not possible
unless all channels are ﬁrst-in-ﬁrst-out (FIFO).
Our contributions in the paper are as follows. We present
three message-optimal and latency-optimal termination
detectionalgorithmsforarbitrarycommunicationtopologies
under varying assumptions such as (1) whether the initia-
tion is simultaneous or delayed and (2) whether application
messages are single-hop or multi-hop. Our ﬁrst algorithm
assumes that the initiation is simultaneous and application
messages are single hop. Our second algorithm, which is
derived from the ﬁrst algorithm, assumes that the initiation
may be delayed but application messages are single-hop.
Our third algorithm, which is again derived from the ﬁrst
algorithm, assumes that the initiation is simultaneous but
application messages may be multi-hop. A message-optimal
and latency-optimal termination detection algorithm for the
case when initiation may be delayed and application mes-
sages may be multi-hop can be obtained by combining the
modiﬁcations used for second and third algorithms. All our
termination detection algorithms have very low message
overhead as well. Speciﬁcally, a message has to carry only
one integer whosemaximum value isbounded by2D,which
is independent of the number of messages exchanged by the
underlying computation. Intuitively, we achieve optimality
with respect to message-complexity and detection-latency
at the same time by combining computation tree based and
invigilator based approaches.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, we discuss
the system model and notation used in this paper, and des-
cribe the termination detection problem. Section 3 describes
anoptimalterminationdetectionalgorithmforthecasewhen
the detection algorithm has to be initiated along with the
computation. Section 4 describes the modiﬁcations requi-
red to handle the case when the detection algorithm can be
initiated at any time after the computation has commenced.
Section 5 describes the modiﬁcations required to handle the
case when application messages can be exchanged between
arbitrary processes. Finally, we present our conclusion and
outline directions for future research in Sect. 6.
2 System model and problem statement
2.1 Model and notation
We assume an asynchronous distributed system consisting
of N processes P ={p1, p2,...,pN}, which communicate
with each other by exchanging messages over a communica-
tion network. There is no common clock or shared memory.
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Processes are non-faulty and channels are reliable. Message
delays are ﬁnite but may be unbounded.
We do not assume that the underlying communication
topology is fully connected. Two processes can communi-
cate directly with each other only if they are neighbors in
the topology. If two processes are neighbors in the topology,
thenwesaythatthereisachannelbetweenthem.Weassume
that all channels are bidirectional. We use E to refer to the
number of channels in the communication topology.
Processes execute events and change their states. A local
stateofaprocess,therefore,isgivenbythesequenceofevents
ithasexecutedsofarstartingfromtheinitialstate.Eventsare
either internal or external. An external event could be a send
event or a receive event. An event—internal or external—
causes the local state of a process to be updated. In addition,
an external event causes a message to be sent (send event) or
received (receive event).
Events on a process are totally ordered. However, events
on different processes are only partially ordered by the Lam-
port’s happened-before relation [19], which is deﬁned as the
smallest transitive relation satisfying the following proper-
ties:
1. ifeventse and f occuronthesameprocess,ande occur-
red before f in real time then e happened-before f , and
2. if events e and f correspond to the send and receive,
respectively, of a message then e happened-before f .
A snapshot of the system is a collection of local states,
one from each process. A local state of a process can be
captured by the set of events that have been executed so far
on that process. (An empty set of events denotes the initial
state.)Therefore,intermsofevents,asnapshot,whichisalso
referred to as a cut, is a set of events satisfying the following
property:
S is a snapshot 
 ∀e, f : e and f are on the same process :
(e → f ) ∧ ( f ∈ S) ⇒ e ∈ S 
We say that a snapshot passes through an event if it is the
last event on that process to be contained in the snapshot.
A snapshot that contains the receive event of a message but
not its send event is not a valid snapshot of the system. Such
a snapshot is called an inconsistent snapshot. Conversely,
we say that a snapshot (or cut) is consistent if the following
holds:
S is a consistent snapshot 
 ∀e, f :: (e → f ) ∧ ( f ∈ S) ⇒ e ∈ S 
Next, we formally deﬁne the termination detection pro-
blem.
2.2 The termination detection problem
The termination detection problem involves detecting when
an ongoing distributed computation has terminated. The dis-
tributed computation is modeled as follows. A process can
be either in an active state or a passive state. A process can
send a message only when it is active. An active process
can become passive at anytime. A passive process becomes
active on receiving a message. The computation is said to
have terminated when all processes have become passive
and all channels have become empty.
To avoid confusion, we refer to the messages exchanged
by the underlying computation as application messages, and
the messages exchanged by the termination detection algo-
rithm as control messages. Unless indicated otherwise, we
describe our termination detection algorithms assuming that
application messages are only exchanged between neighbo-
ring processes, that is, application messages are single-hop.
This is consistent with the assumption made by most ter-
mination detection algorithms (e.g., [4,11,17,23]). Later, in
this paper, we discuss the case when application messages
maybeexchangedbetweenarbitraryprocesses,thatis,when
application messages are multi-hop.
In this paper, when a process sends a control message,
we distinguish between two cases—whether the process has
created the message itself or is simply forwarding the mes-
sage it has received from a neighboring process to another
neighboring process. In the former case, we say that the pro-
cess has generated the control message. Further, we refer
to the messages in the latter case as derivative control
messages.
It is desirable that the termination detection algorithm
exchange as few control messages as possible, that is, the
algorithm has low message complexity. The higher the mes-
sage complexity of a termination detection algorithm, the
higher the overhead imposed by it on the system during
execution. Clearly, the overhead imposed by a termination
detection algorithm should be minimized. Further, once the
underlying computation terminates, the algorithm should
detect it as soon as possible, that is, the algorithm has low
detection latency [21]. For computing detection latency, it is
typically assumed that each message hop takes at most one
time unit and message processing time is negligible [3,31].
Finally, the amount of control information carried by any
message—application or control—is minimal, that is, the
algorithm has low bit-message complexity.
A computation is said to be diffusing if only one process
is active initially; otherwise it is non-diffusing. If the termi-
nation detection algorithm has to be initiated along with the
computation, then we refer to it as simultaneous initiation.
On the other hand, if the termination detection algorithm can
be initiated anytime after the computation has started, then
we refer to it as delayed initiation.
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3 An optimal algorithm for simultaneous initiation
In this section, we ﬁrst describe the main idea behind our
algorithm, and then give its formal description. Later, we
prove the correctness of our algorithm and also show that
it is message-optimal and latency-optimal. Our approach is
based on combining computation tree based and invigilator
based approaches. This allows us to achieve the best of both
approaches, namely optimal message-complexity of compu-
tation tree based approach and optimal detection latency of
invigilator based approach.
3.1 The main idea
We ﬁrst describe the main idea behind the algorithm assu-
ming that the underlying computation is a diffusing compu-
tation. We relax this assumption later.
3.1.1 Detecting termination of a diffusing computation
First,webrieﬂyexplainthemainideabehindthecomputation
tree based and the invigilator based approaches. Then we
discusshowtocombinethemtoobtaintheoptimalalgorithm.
Computation tree based approach: Consider a termination
detection algorithm using computation tree based approach
[4,11]. Initially, only one process, referred to as the initia-
tor, is active and all other processes are passive. A process,
on receiving an application message, sends an acknowledg-
ment message to the sender as soon as it knows that all acti-
vities triggered by the application message have ceased. The
initiator announces termination as soon as it has received an
acknowledgment messageforevery application messageit
hassentsofarandisitselfpassive.Thealgorithmhasoptimal
messagecomplexitybecauseitexchangesexactlyonecontrol
message, namely the acknowledgment message, for every
application message exchanged by the underlying compu-
tation. The detection latency, however, is far from optimal.
Speciﬁcally,achainofpendingacknowledgment messages
(hereafter, referred to as an acknowledgment chain) may
grow to a length as long as M, where M is the number of
application messages exchanged by the underlying compu-
tation. (The reason is that a process may appear multiple
times on an acknowledgment chain as is the case with the
algorithm of [4].)
The detection latency of the algorithm can be reduced
from O(M) to O(N) (assuming M =  (N)) as follows
[11]. Suppose a process has not yet sent an acknowledg-
ment messageforanapplicationmessageitreceivedearlier.
In case the process receives another application message,
it can immediately send an acknowledgment message for
thelatterapplicationmessage.Forterminationdetectionpur-
poses,itissufﬁcienttoassumethatallcomputationactivities
triggered by the receipt of the latter application message are
triggered by the former application message. We refer to the
former application message as an engaging application mes-
sageandtothelatterasanon-engaging applicationmessage.
Observe that the set of engaging application messages
imposes a parent–child relationship among processes “cur-
rentlyparticipating”inthecomputation.Speciﬁcally,ifapro-
cess is active or has not yet received an acknowledgment
messageforeveryapplicationmessageithassentsofar,then
it is “currently a part” of the computation and is referred to
as a non-quiescent process. Otherwise, it is “not currently a
part”ofthecomputationandisreferredtoasaquiescentpro-
cess. At any time, the computation tree, which is dynamic,
consists of the set of processes that are non-quiescent at that
time.
Invigilator based approach: Now, consider a termination
detectionalgorithmusingtheinvigilatorbasedapproach[21].
(Thealgorithmdescribedhereisactuallyasimpliﬁedversion
of the algorithm presented in [21] but, nevertheless, captures
the main idea.) One process is chosen to act as the coor-
dinator. The coordinator is responsible for maintaining the
current status of all processes in the system either directly
or indirectly. Suppose a process receives an application mes-
sage. In case the coordinator does not already know that it is
currently active, it sends a control message indicating “I am
now active” to the coordinator. Once the process knows that
the coordinator has received the control message, it sends
an acknowledgment message to the sender of the applica-
tion message. On the other hand, if the process has already
informed the coordinator that it is currently active, then it
immediately acknowledges the application message. Once a
process becomes passive and has received an acknowledg-
ment message for every application message it has sent so
far, it sends a control message indicating “I am now passive”
to the coordinator. Intuitively, if the underlying computation
has not terminated, then, as per the coordinator, at least one
process is currently active. When the coordinator is directly
connected to every process in the system, the algorithm has
optimalmessagecomplexity(atmostthreecontrolmessages
foreveryapplicationmessage)andoptimaldetectionlatency
(whichis O(1)).Whenthetopologyisarbitrary,however,for
communicationbetweenthecoordinatorandotherprocesses,
astaticbreadth-ﬁrst-search(BFS)spanningtreerootedatthe
coordinatorhastobeconstructed.Everycontrolmessagethat
a process sends to the coordinator (along the BFS spanning
tree) may cause up to D additional (or derivative) control
messages to be exchanged, thereby increasing the message
complexity to O(MD).
Achieving the best of the two approaches: As explained
above, in the computation-tree based approach, a process
reports its status, when it becomes quiescent, to its parent.
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On the other hand, in the invigilator based approach, a pro-
cess reports its status, when it becomes quiescent, to the
coordinator (directly or indirectly). The main idea is to res-
trict the number of times processes report their status to the
coordinator—to achieve optimal message complexity—and,
at the same time, restrict the length of an acknowledgment
chain—to achieve optimal detection latency.
Whenever a process reports its status to the coordinator,
as many as D control messages may have to be exchanged.
Asaresult,toachieveoptimalmessagecomplexity,thenum-
ber of times when processes report their quiescent status to
the coordinator should be bounded by O(M/D). The rest of
thetimeprocessesshouldreporttheirquiescentstatustotheir
respectiveparentsinthecomputationtree.Toensureoptimal
detection latency, the length of an acknowledgment chain
should be bounded by O(D). The main problem is to deter-
mine, while the computation is executing, when a process
should choose the former over the latter. In our algorithm,
a process, by default, is supposed to report its status to its
parent until it learns that the length of a chain of pending
acknowledgment messages, starting from it, has become
sufﬁciently long, that is, the length of the chain has become
 (D). At that time, it starts reporting its status to the coordi-
nator. Speciﬁcally, it ﬁrst sends an st_active message signi-
fying that “my computation subtree is currently active” to
the coordinator. It waits until it has received an acknowledg-
ment from the coordinator in the form of an ack_st_active
message. The receipt of the ack_st_active message implies
that the coordinator is aware of some activity in the system
and therefore will not announce termination as yet. It then
sends an acknowledgment message to its parent, thereby
breaking the link with its parent and shortening the acknow-
ledgment chain. Later, when it becomes quiescent, it sends
an st_passive messageindicating “mycomputation subtree
has now become passive” to the coordinator.
To measure the length of an acknowledgment chain, we
piggyback an integer counter (referred to as hop counter) on
every application message that represents the current length
of an acknowledgment chain. On receiving an application
message, if a process learns that the length of the acknow-
ledgment chain has become at least D, then it resets the
value of the hop counter to zero. Further, it sends a special
controlmessage,referredtoasa detach message,tothepro-
cess at a distance of D from it along the acknowledgment
chain but in the reverse direction. The objective of a detach
message is to instruct the intended recipient that it should
breakthelinkwithitsparent,becomethe“head”ofthechain
and report its status to the coordinator instead of reporting
to its parent. (The details of how this happens are discussed
in the previous paragraph.) The reason is that the overhead
incurred on exchanging control messages with the coordina-
tor, namely st_active, ack_st_active and st_passive, can
now be amortized over enough number of processes so as
not to affect the message complexity adversely. Note that
a process may have multiple chains of acknowledgment
messages emanating from it. As a result, there may be mul-
tipleprocessesthatareatadistanceof D fromit,allofwhich
generate detach messages destined for it.This may increase
the message complexity signiﬁcantly. To that end, we propa-
gate detach messages upward along an acknowledgment
chain in a “modiﬁed” convergecast fashion. If a process has
already sent a detach message to its parent since last beco-
ming non-quiescent, then it ignores any subsequent detach
messageitreceivesfromanyofitsotherchildren(inthecom-
putation tree). Clearly, at most one detach message is sent
in each non-quiescent interval. As a result, the total number
of detach messages exchanged by the termination detection
algorithm is upper-bounded by the total number of applica-
tion messages exchanged by the underlying computation.
Example 1 Figure 1 illustrates the main idea behind our ter-
mination detection algorithm. Suppose process pi, on recei-
ving an engaging application message m, learns that the
length of the acknowledgment chain has become at least
D. Let the last D + 1 processes along the chain be deno-
ted by pj = pc0, pc1,...,pcD = pi. As per our algorithm,
pi generates a detach message and sends the message to
its parent pcD−1.T h edetach message is propagated upward
all the way to pj, which is at a distance of D hops from
pi. Process pj, on receiving the detach message, sends an
st_active message to the coordinator. The coordinator, on
receiving the st_active message, sends an ack_st_active
messageto pj.Onreceivingtheack_st_active message, pj
sends an acknowledgment message to its parent, say pro-
cess pk, thereby breaking the chain. Numbers in the paren-
theses show the sequence in which various control messages
are exchanged. It is possible that pcD−1 has another child,
namely process pl, which also sends a detach message to
pcD−1 destined for pj. On receiving the second detach mes-
sage, pcD−1 simplyignoresthemessageanddoesnotforward
it to its parent pcD−2.
Note that process pi is still attached to its parent pcD−1.
Now, suppose the chain grows further by D more processes
and is now given by pc0 (= pj), pc1, ..., pcD (= pi), pcD+1,
..., pc2D.Asperouralgorithm, pc2D generatesadetachmes-
sage, which is propagated via processes pc2D−1, ..., pcD+1 to
pi.Process pi,onreceivingtheﬁrst detach message,breaks
the link with its parent pcD−1, thereby reducing the length of
the chain emanating from pj.    
Information description: The computation starts from the
initiallyactiveprocess.Asthecomputationexchanges appli-
cation messages, a tree (sometimes referred to as computa-
tion tree) is induced on processes by engaging application
messages. A tree grows whenever a process in the tree gene-
ratesan engaging application message and shrinks whenever
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Fig. 1 An illustration of the termination detection algorithm
an engaging application message in the tree is acknowled-
ged. Once the height of a subtree rooted at a process—for
which the value of the hop counter is zero—becomes at
least D, within O(D) message hops, the process detaches
itself from its parent and the subtree rooted at the process
becomes a separate computation tree. A root process, which
has detached itself from its parent, reports its status to the
coordinator, and every other process reports its status to its
parent in the tree. Whenever a tree becomes empty, its root
process informs the coordinator about it. Once all trees have
becomeempty,whichhappensonceallapplicationmessages
have been acknowledged, the coordinator announces termi-
nation. Our termination detection algorithm ensures that the
coordinator announces termination if and only if there is no
non-empty computation tree in the system.
Message-complexity: Our algorithm exchanges ﬁve
different types of control messages, namely acknowledg-
ment, detach, st_active, st_passive and ack_st_active.
One acknowledgment message is exchanged for every
application message. Also, a process sends at most one
detach message for every engaging application message it
receives. Therefore the total number of acknowledgment
and detach messagesisupper-boundedby2M.Thenumber
of st_active messages generated by all processes combined
is given by O(M/D). This is because a process sends an
st_active message only when it knows that there are at least
O(D) processes in its computation subtree. Each st_active
message is sent on the BFS spanning tree and, therefore,
may result in at most D control messages being exchanged.
Finally, the number of st_passive messages as well as the
number of ack_st_active messages is equal to the number
of st_active messages. Thus the message complexity of our
algorithm is O(M).
Detection-latency: Our algorithm ensures that whenever
thelengthofachainofpendingacknowledgment messages
growsbeyond2D,within3D+1messagehops(consistingof
detach, st_active and ack_st_active messages), the chain
isreducedtoalengthsmallerthan D.Thereforethedetection
latency of our algorithm is O(D).
3.1.2 Generalizing to a non-diffusing computation
Assume that two or more processes are active initially, that
is, there are multiple initiators of the computation. Intuiti-
vely, the coordinator should announce termination only after
every initiator has informed it that the computation trigge-
red by it has terminated. The coordinator, however, does not
know how many initiators of the computation are there. The-
refore, every process, on becoming quiescent for the ﬁrst
time (including the case when it is quiescent to begin with),
sends an initialize message to the coordinator. The coordi-
nator announces termination only after it has received an
initialize message fromevery process (and, of course, amat-
ching st_passive message for every st_active message).
The initialize messages are propagated to the coordinator in
aconvergecastfashion,therebyresultinginonly O(N)more
messages.
3.2 The algorithm
A formal description of the termination detection algorithm
TDA-SI for simultaneous initiation is given in Figs. 2, 3,
and 4. Actions A0–A8 described in Figs. 2 and 3 capture
the behavior of a process as part of the computation tree.
Actions B1–B3 given in Fig. 4 describe the behavior of a
process as part of the BFS spanning tree. The main func-
tion of a process as part of the spanning tree is to propagate
messages, namely initialize, st_active, ack_st_active and
st_passive, back and forth between the coordinator and its
descendants in the spanning tree. For ease of exposition of
the algorithm, we assume that whenever a process wants to
send a control message to the coordinator (for instance, the
initialize message), it sends that message to itself. The mes-
sage is then handled either by action B1 or by action B2,
and propagated upwards to the coordinator. Likewise, when
aprocessreceivesanack_st_active messagefromitsparent
in the spanning tree, it either propagates that message to one
of its children in the spanning tree or sends the message to
itself. In the latter case, the message is handled by action A6.
In the formal description our algorithm, whenever a pro-
cess becomes non-quiescent, we classify it either as a root
process or a non-root process. (The classiﬁcation for pro-
cess pi is captured using variable rooti.) The classiﬁcation
depends on how a process becomes non-quiescent. If a pro-
cessisinitiallyactive, thenitisclassiﬁedasroot. Ifaprocess
becomes non-quiescent on receiving an application message
with the counter value of D − 1 (which is reset to zero on
incrementing), then the process is classiﬁed as root as well.
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Termination detection algorithm for process pi:
Variables:
D: diameter of the topology;
statei := my initial state; // whether I am active or passive
missingi := 0;/ / number of unacknowledged application messages
hopsi := 0;/ / hop count: my distance from a root process
parenti := ⊥;/ / process which made me non-quiescent
independenti := true; // if root, can I detach myself from my parent?
pendingi := 0;/ / the number of unacknowledged st active messages
// Actions of process pi as part of the computation tree
Useful expressions:
quiescenti (statei = passive) ∧ (missingi =0 ) ;
rooti not(quiescenti) ∧ (hopsi =0 )
(A0) Initial action:
call sendIfQuiescent( ); // send an initialize message if passive
(A1) On sending an application message m to process pj:
send m hopsi to process pj;
missingi := missingi +1 ;/ / one more application message to be acknowledged
(A2) On receiving an application message m count from process pj:
if not(quiescenti) then // a non-engaging application message
send acknowledgment message to process pj;
else // an engaging application message
parenti := pj;
hopsi := (count +1 )mod D;
if rooti then
send detach message to parenti;/ / instruct root of my parent’s subtree to detach
independenti := false; // but I am still attached to my parent
endif;
endif;
statei := active;
deliver m to the application;
(A3) On receiving acknowledgment message from process pj:
missingi := missingi − 1;/ / one more application message has been acknowledged
call acknowledgeParent( ); // send acknowledgment to my parent if quiescent
call sendIfQuiescent( ); // send initialize/st passive message if quiescent
(A4) On changing state from active to passive:
call acknowledgeParent( ); // send acknowledgment to my parent if quiescent
call sendIfQuiescent( ); // send initialize/st passive message if quiescent
Fig. 2 Termination detection algorithm TDA-SI for simultaneous initiation
Inallothercases,aprocessisclassiﬁedasnon-root.Notethat
thesameprocessmaybeclassiﬁedasrootandnon-rootatdif-
ferent times during its execution. However, the classiﬁcation
does not change during a single non-quiescent interval.
When a process becomes non-quiescent as a root, it does
not immediately break its link with its parent, if it exists.
It breaks the link only after receiving a detach message
from one of its children in the computation tree. Receipt
of a detach message implies that the computation subtree
rootedattheprocesscontainsatleast Dprocesses.Asaresult,
the process can start reporting its status to the coordinator
instead of its parent. The status of the link—whether it is
intact or has been broken—is captured using the variable
independenti.
We next prove that the termination detection algorithm
TDA-SI described in Figs. 2, 3, and 4 is safe and live.
3.3 Proof of correctness
Many of our proofs involve induction on either the depth or
the height of a vertex in a tree. Recall that the depth of a
vertex v in a tree, denoted by depth(v), is the length of the
path from the root of the tree to v. Also, its height, denoted
by height(v), is the length of a longest path from v to a leaf.
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Termination detection algorithm for process pi (continued):
(A5) On receiving detach message from process pj:
if (rooti ∧ not(independenti)) then // should I handle detach message myself?
independenti := true; // I can now detach myself from my parent
send st active to myself; /* send st active message to the coordinator
(the message is handled by action B2) */
pendingi := pendingi +1 ;
else if not(rooti) then // detach message is meant for the root of my subtree
if (have not yet forwarded a detach message
to parenti since last becoming nonquiescent) then
send detach message to parenti;
endif;
endif;
(A6) On receiving ack st active message from myself;
pendingi := pendingi − 1;/ / one more st active message has been acknowledged
call acknowledgeParent( ); // may need to send acknowledgment to my parent
(A7) On invocation of acknowledgeParent( ):
if (quiescenti or
(rooti ∧ independenti ∧ (pendingi = 0))) then
if (parenti = ⊥) then // do I have a parent?
send acknowledgment message to parenti;
parenti := ⊥;
endif;
endif;
(A8) On invocation of sendIfQuiescent( ):
if (rooti ∧ independenti ∧ quiescenti) then // should I send initialize/st passive message?
if (have not yet sent an initialize message) then
send initialize message to myself; /* send initialize message to the coordinator
(the message is handled by action B1) */
else send st passive to myself; endif; /* send st passive message to the coordinator
(the message is handled by action B2) */
endif:
Fig. 3 Termination detection algorithm TDA-SI for simultaneous initiation (continued)
The two deﬁnitions can be easily generalized for vertex in a
forest.
A process, on sending an st_active message to the coor-
dinator, expects to receive an ack_st_active message even-
tually. Note that it is easy to route an st_active/st_passive
message from a non-coordinator process to the coordina-
tor. However, routing an ack_st_active message from the
coordinator to the process that generated the corresponding
st_active message is non-trivial. One approach to achieve
thisisbypiggybacking theidentityofthegenerating process
on the st_active message which can then be used to appro-
priately route the corresponding ack_st_active message.
This, however, increases the message overhead to O(log N).
Moreover, with this approach, every process needs to know
the set of descendants of each of its children in the static
spanningtree.Instead,weemploythefollowingmechanism.
Every process on the BFS spanning tree propagates the kth
ack_st_active message to the sender of the kth st_active
message. This can be accomplished by maintaining a FIFO
queue at each process that records the (immediate) sender of
every st_active message that a process receives. Later, on
receiving an ack_st_active message, the process uses the
queue to forward the ack_st_active message to the appro-
priateprocess,whichiseitheritselforoneofitschildren.The
nextlemmacanbeprovedbyasimpleinductiononthedepth
of a process in the BFS spanning tree. The lemma states that
if a process receives a matching ack_st_active message for
its st_active message, then the coordinator “knows” that its
subtree is “active”
Lemma 1 A process receives a matching ack_st_active
message for its st_active message only after the st_active
message has been received by the coordinator.
Proof The lemma can be proved by a simple induction on
the depth of a process in the BFS spanning tree using the
observation that every process sends the kth ack_st_active
message to the sender of the kth st_active message.    
We say that a process is quiescent if it is passive and has
received an acknowledgment message for every applica-
tion message it has sent so far. We partition the events on a
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Termination detection algorithm for process pi (continued):
// Actions of process pi as part of the BFS spanning tree
Variables:
fatheri: parent in the BFS spanning tree;
sonsi: number of children in the BFS spanning tree;
activityi := 0;/ / activity counter: number of active subtrees
whoSenti := empty queue; /* records the sender of each st active message
(k
th ack st active message is sent to the process
from which k
th st active message was received) */
Useful expressions:
coordinatori (fatheri = pi);
terminatedi (have received sonsi +1initialize messages) ∧(activityi =0 ) ;
(B1) On receiving initialize message from process pj:
if coordinatori then
if terminatedi then announce termination; endif;
else if (have received sonsi +1initialize messages) then
send initialize message to fatheri;
endif;
(B2) On receiving st status message (st status ∈ {st active, st passive}) from process pj:
if coordinatori then
if (st status = st passive) then activityi := activityi − 1;
else
activityi := activityi +1 ;
send ack st active message to process pj;// acknowledge the st active message
endif;
if terminatedi then announce termination; endif;
else
if (st status = st active) then
enqueue pj to whoSenti;/ / record the sender
endif;
send st status message to fatheri;/ / forward st status message to my father
endif;
(B3) On receiving ack st active message from fatheri:
p := dequeue whoSenti;
send ack st active message to process p; /* send k
th ack st active message to the process from
which k
th st active message was received */
Fig. 4 Termination detection algorithm TDA-SI for simultaneous initiation (continued)
process into two categories: quiescent and nonquiescent.A n
event is said to be quiescent if the process becomes quies-
cent immediately after executing the event; otherwise it is
nonquiescent. A maximal sequence of contiguous quiescent
events on a process is called a quiescent interval. The notion
of nonquiescent interval can be similarly deﬁned. An inter-
val is created as soon as its starting event is executed, and is
completed once its last event is executed. An execution of a
processcanbeviewedasanalternatingsequenceofquiescent
and nonquiescent intervals.
We also partition the set of application messages into
two categories: engaging and non-engaging. An application
message is said to be engaging if its destination process, on
receiving the message, changes its status from quiescent to
nonquiescent; otherwise it is non-engaging.
Observe that the set of engaging application messages
induces a forest (of trees) on the set of nonquiescent inter-
vals. Speciﬁcally, given two nonquiescent intervals x and y,
there is an edge from x to y in the forest, denoted by x  → y,
if an engaging application message sent during x is received
during y.L e tNQI denote the set of all nonquiescent inter-
vals. It can be veriﬁed that  NQI, →  is indeed a forest of
trees. For an interval x,l e tproc(x) refer to the process on
which events in x are executed. The next lemma proves that
if the computation terminates eventually, then the execution
of every process ends with a quiescent interval.
Lemma 2 Assume that the underlying computation even-
tually terminates. Then, every nonquiescent process even-
tually becomes quiescent.
Proof Assume that the underlying computation has termi-
nated. Therefore once a process becomes quiescent it stays
quiescent. This implies that the set of nonquiescent intervals
NQI is ﬁnite. The proof is by induction on the height of
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a nonquiescent interval in the forest  NQI, → . A process
acknowledges a non-engaging application message imme-
diately. Thus it is sufﬁcient to show that every engaging
application message is eventually acknowledged. Consider
a nonquiescent interval x ∈ NQI with proc(x) = pi.
Base case [height(x) = 0]: In this case, all application
messages sent in x are non-engaging. Therefore process pi
eventually becomes quiescent.
Induction step [height(x)>0]: Consider a nonquiescent
interval y with x  → y. Clearly, height(y)<height(x).
Therefore, using induction hypothesis, proc(y) eventually
becomes quiescent. This, in turn, implies that pi eventually
receives an acknowledgment message for the engaging
application message it sends during x to proc(y). Since y is
chosenarbitrarily,wecaninferthat pi eventuallyreceivesan
acknowledgment message for every engaging application
message it sends during x. Therefore pi eventually becomes
quiescent.    
From the algorithm, a process sends an initialize mes-
sage when it becomes quiescent for the ﬁrst time (including
the case when it is quiescent to begin with). The following
proposition can be easily veriﬁed:
Proposition 3 Assume that the underlying computation
eventually terminates. Then, every process eventually sends
aninitializemessage.Moreover,aprocesssendsaninitialize
message only when it is quiescent for the ﬁrst time.
Itisimportantforthecorrectnessofouralgorithmthatthe
coordinator receives st_active and st_passive messages in
correct order. If channels are FIFO, then this can be achieved
easily. If one or more channels are non-FIFO, then the algo-
rithmhastobeslightlymodiﬁed.Detailsofthemodiﬁcations
required are described in Sect. 3.5. For now, assume that all
channels are FIFO. We have,
Proposition 4 Thest_activeandst_passivemessagessent
by a process are received by the coordinator in the order in
which they are sent.
The following lemma establishes that if the computation
terminates then every process sends an equal number of
st_active and st_passive messages in alternate order.
Lemma 5 Each process sends a possibly empty sequence of
st_active and st_passive messages in an alternate fashion,
starting with an st_active message. Furthermore, if the
underlying computation eventually terminates, then every
st_active message is eventually followed by an st_passive
message.
Proof The execution of a process can be viewed as an alter-
nating sequence of quiescent and nonquiescent intervals. If
a process is initially passive, then the execution starts with
a quiescent interval; otherwise it starts with a nonquiescent
interval. Also, if the underlying computation eventually ter-
minates,then,fromLemma2,theexecutionofeveryprocess
ends with a quiescent interval.
FromProposition3,everyprocesssendsaninitialize mes-
sage in the ﬁrst quiescent interval. But the ﬁrst interval for
an initially active process is a nonquiescent interval. It can
be veriﬁed that an initially active process does not send any
st_active message in the ﬁrst nonquiescent interval. This is
because a process sends an st_active message only when it
detaches itselffromitsparent inthecomputation tree(action
A5).
Finally,itcanbeveriﬁedthataftertheﬁrstquiescentinter-
val, if a process sends an st_active message in a nonquies-
cent interval, then it sends an st_passive message in the
following quiescent interval.    
We refer to the difference between the number of
st_active and st_passive messages received by the coordi-
nator as the activity counter. Using Proposition 4 and
Lemma 5, it follows that:
Corollary 6 The activity counter at the coordinator always
has a non-negative value. Moreover, immediately after pro-
cessing an st_active message, the value of the activity coun-
ter is positive.
Also, from Lemma 5, it follows that:
Corollary 7 Assume that the underlying computation even-
tually terminates. Then, for every st_active message the
coordinator receives, it eventually receives a matching
st_passive message.
We are now ready to prove the correctness of our algo-
rithm. First, we prove that our algorithm is live.
Theorem 8 (TDA-SI is live) Assume that the underlying
computation eventually terminates. Then, the coordinator
eventually announces termination.
Proof To establish the liveness property, it sufﬁces to show
that the following two conditions hold eventually. First, the
coordinator receives all initialize messages it is waiting for.
Second, the activity counter at the coordinator becomes zero
permanently.
Note that initialize messages are propagated to the coor-
dinator in a convergecast fashion. From Proposition 3, even-
tually every process sends an initialize message. It can be
easily veriﬁed that every process on the BFS spanning tree
will eventually send an initialize message to its parent in the
spanningtree.Asaresult,theﬁrstconditionholdseventually.
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Forthesecondcondition,assumethattheunderlyingcom-
putationhasterminated.Then,fromLemma2,everyprocess
eventually becomes quiescent and stays quiescent thereaf-
ter. This implies that every process sends only a ﬁnite num-
ber of st_active and st_passive messages. Therefore the
coordinator also receives only a ﬁnite number of st_active
and st_passive messages. Furthermore, from Corollary 7,
the coordinator receives an equal number of st_active and
st_passive messages.    
Finally,weprovethatouralgorithmissafe,thatis,itnever
announces false termination.
Theorem 9 (TDA-SI is safe) The coordinator announces
termination only after the underlying computation has ter-
minated.
Proof Consider only those processes that become active at
least once. Let announce denote the event on executing
which the coordinator announces termination, and let lqei
denote the last quiescent event on process pi that happened-
before announce. Such an event exists for every process.
This is because the coordinator announces termination only
after it has received all initialize messages it is waiting for.
This, in turn, happens only after every process has sent an
initialize message, which a process does only when it is
quiescent.
Consider the snapshot S of the computation consisting of
all lqe events. Assume, on the contrary, that the computa-
tion has not terminated for S and that some process becomes
activeafter S.LetNQE denotethesetofnonquiescentevents
executed in the future of S. Consider a minimal event mqe
in NQE—minimal with respect to the happened-before rela-
tion. Formally,
 ∀x : x ∈ NQE : x  → mqe 
Clearly, mqe occurred on receiving an engaging application
message, say m. Moreover, m is a message sent from the
past of S to the future of S. Otherwise, it can be shown that
mqe is not a minimal event in NQE—a contradiction. Let
m be sent by process pj to process pi. Also, let snd(m)
and rcv(m) correspond to the send and receive events of
m, respectively. Then, snd(m) → lqej. This implies that
pj becomes quiescent after sending m. Therefore it receives
the acknowledgment message for m, denoted by ack(m),
before executing lqej. This is depicted in Fig. 5a. There are
two cases to consider:
Case 1 Process pi sends the acknowledgment message
for m on executing a quiescent event, say qe (see Fig. 5b).
Clearly,theacknowledgment messagecreatesacausalpath
from qeto lqej.W eh a v e ,
(qeis a quiescent event on pi) ∧ (lqei → qe)∧
(qe → lqej) ∧ (lqej → announce)
⇒ { → is transitive }
(qeis a quiescent event on pi) ∧ (lqei → qe)∧
(qe → announce)
Inotherwords,qeisaquiescenteventon pi thathappened-
before announceand is executed afterlqei. This contradicts
our choice of lqei.
Case 2 Process pi sends an acknowledgment message for
m before becoming quiescent. This happens only when pi
receives an ack_st_active message for the st_active mes-
sage it sends in the current non-quiescent interval (which
starts with mqe). Let the receive event of the st_active mes-
sage on the coordinator be denoted by rcvc (see Fig. 5c).
Also, let the send event of ack(m) on process pi be denoted
by sndi. Using Lemma 1, rcvc → sndi. Therefore we have,
(rcvc → sndi) ∧ (sndi → lqej) ∧ (lqej → announce)
⇒ { → is transitive }
rcvc → announce
From Corollary 6, immediately after executing rcvc,t h e
value of the activity counter at the coordinator is greater
than zero. For the coordinator to announce termination, its
activity counter should be zero. This implies that the coor-
dinator receives a matching st_passive message from pi
later but before announcing termination. Clearly, pi sends
this st_passive message only on executing some quiescent
event after mqe. This again contradicts our choice of lqei.
   
We next prove that TDA-SI is both message-optimal and
latency-optimal.
3.4 Proof of optimality
Foranon-quiescentintervalx with proc(x)= pi,lethops(x)
denote the value of the variable hopsi during the interval x.
From the algorithm (action A2),
x  → y ⇒ hops(y) = (hops(x) + 1) mod D (1)
To prove the optimality of TDA-SI, the following propo-
sition is useful.
Proposition 10 For a non-quiescent interval x ∈ NQI with
hops(x) = 0,i fh e i g h t(x)  D, then proc(x) eventually
receivesadetachmessageduring x (thatis,beforetheinter-
val x ends) and vice versa.
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(a)
(b)
(c)
Fig. 5 Proving the safety of TDA-SI
The above proposition holds as long as the acknowledg-
ment message for an engaging application message does
not “overtake” any detach message sent earlier. Clearly, no
“overtaking” occurs if all channels are FIFO. In case one or
morechannelsarenon-FIFO,thealgorithmTDA-SIhastobe
modiﬁed slightlytoensure that Proposition 10holds. Details
of the modiﬁcations required are described in Sect. 3.5.W e
now show that our algorithm is message-optimal.
Theorem 11 (TDA-SI is message-optimal) Assume that the
underlying computation eventually terminates. Then, the
number of control messages exchanged by the algorithm is
given by  (M + N), where N is the number of processes
in the system and M is the number of application messages
exchanged by the underlying computation.
Proof Ouralgorithmexchangessixdifferenttypesofcontrol
messages, namely acknowledgment, detach, initialize,
st_active, st_passive and ack_st_active. We now bound
each of the six types of control messages.
The number of acknowledgment messages is same as
the number of application messages M. A process sends at
mostonedetachmessageperengagingapplicationmessage.
Therefore the total number of detach messages is upper-
bounded by M. Every process sends at most one initialize
message. Further, initialize messages are propagated to the
coordinatorinaconvergecastfashion.Hencethetotalnumber
of initialize messages exchanged by processes is given by
O(N).
Everyst_activeandst_passive messagehastobepropa-
gatedtothecoordinatoralongtheBFSspanningtreeand,the-
refore, may cause up to D additional (or derivative) control
messagestobeexchanged.Likewise,anack_st_active mes-
sagemayalsocauseupto Dadditionalcontrolmessagestobe
exchanged.FromLemma5,everyprocessgeneratesanequal
number of st_active and st_passive messages. Moreover,
the number of ack_st_active messages a process receives
is equal to the number of st_active messages it sends. Thus
it is sufﬁcient to show that the total number of st_active
messages generated by all processes combined is bounded
by M/D.
Observe that a process sends an st_active message only
when it is non-quiescent and, moreover, it sends at most
one st_active message per non-quiescent interval (action
A5).We,therefore,boundthenumberofnon-quiescentinter-
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vals in which an st_active message is sent. Let I ⊆ NQI
denote the set of those non-quiescent intervals during which
an st_active message is sent. Also, observe that a process
sends an st_active message during a non-quiescent inter-
val only if the interval is created on receiving an engaging
application message (action A5). In other words, if a pro-
cess is non-quiescent to begin with, it does not send any
st_active message during the (initial non-quiescent)
interval. Let NI ⊆ NQI denote the set of non-quiescent
intervals created on receiving an engaging application mes-
sage. We have,
I ⊆ NI ⊆ NQI and |NI|  M (2)
Consider a non-quiescent interval x ∈ NQI. From the algo-
rithm (action A5),
x ∈ I ⇒ hops(x) = 0( 3 )
Wedeﬁnechildset(x)asthesetofthosenon-quiescentinter-
vals which are at a distance of at most D − 1 message hops
from x in the forest  NQI, → , and refer to it as the childset
of x. Clearly, childset(x) ⊆ NI. Note that a process sends
an st_active message during a non-quiescent interval only
afterithasreceivedatleastone detach message.Thus,from
Proposition 10,( 3) and the deﬁnition of I, height(x) is at
least D which implies that:
x ∈ I ⇒| childset(x)|  D (4)
Since  NQI, →  is a forest, from (3), (1) and the deﬁnition
of childset,
({x, y}⊆I)∧(x  = y) ⇒ childset(x)∩childset(y) =∅
(5)
We have,
 
x∈I
childset(x)

⊆ NI
⇒ {u s i n g( 5)}
 
x∈I
|childset(x)|

 |NI|
⇒ {u s i n g( 4) and (2)}
D ×|I| 
 
x∈I
|childset(x)|

 M
⇒ { algebra }
|I|  M/D
This establishes that TDA-SI is message-optimal.    
We now show that our algorithm is latency-optimal. The
next lemma states that once the underlying computation has
terminated,noprocessstaysnon-quiescentfora“long”time.
Lemma 12 Once the underlying computation terminates,
everyprocessbecomesquiescentwithin O(D)messagehops,
where D is the diameter of the communication topology.
Proof Assume that the underlying computation has termi-
nated. Consider two processes pi and pj that are still non-
quiescent just after the computation terminates. We say that
pi is waiting on pj if pi has sent an engaging application
messageto pj but pj hasnotyetsentanacknowledgmentfor
that message. Now, consider any chain formed using “wai-
ting on” relationships that starts from process pi and whose
length is at least 2D. Clearly, the chain consists of a pro-
cess pk such that pk is at a distance of at most D from
pi in the chain and hopsk = 0. From the algorithm, pk
receives a detach message within D message hops of ter-
mination. After receiving the detach message, pk sends an
st_active message to the coordinator for which it receives a
matching ack_st_active message within 2D message hops.
After receiving the ack_st_active message, pk sends an
acknowledgment messagetoitsparent,ifithasnotalready
done so, causing the chain to break and become shorter. In
other words, within 3D + 1 message hops of termination,
all chains of “waiting on” relationships are reduced to length
smaller than D. Clearly, once that happens, all processes
become quiescent within D message hops.    
Finally, we have,
Theorem 13 (TDA-SI is latency-optimal) Once the under-
lying computation terminates, the coordinator announces
termination within O(D) message hops.
Proof From Lemma 12, every process becomes quiescent
within O(D) message hops after the computation has termi-
nated and stay quiescent thereafter. Therefore all initialize,
st_active and st_passive messages are generated within
O(D) message hops of termination and no more messages
are generated after that. Since the coordinator is at most
D message hops away from any process, the coordinator
receives all initialize, st_active and st_passive messages
within O(D) message hops of termination soon after which
it announces termination (action B2).    
In the next section, we discuss modiﬁcations to our ter-
mination detection algorithm required in case one or more
channels are non-FIFO.
3.5 Dealing with non-FIFO channels
To prove the correctness and optimality of the algorithm
TDA-SI, we make the assumption that all channels are FIFO
in two places. First, to ensure that the coordinator receives
st_active and st_passive messages in the order in which
they are sent (Proposition 4). Second, to ensure that the ack-
nowledgment message for an engaging application mes-
sages does not “overtake” any detach message sent earlier
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(Proposition10).Incaseoneormorechannelsarenon-FIFO,
the following modiﬁcations to the algorithm can be used to
ensure that both propositions still hold.
Ensuring that the coordinator receives st_active and
st_passive messages in order: For convenience, we use
st_status message to refer to an st_active message as well
asanst_passive message,whenitisnotnecessarytodistin-
guish between the two. In the modiﬁed algorithm, the coor-
dinator acknowledges all st_status messages, that is, both
st_active and st_passive messages.Further,aprocessdoes
not send the next st_status message until it has received an
acknowledgment for its previous st_status message. This
can be accomplished by maintaining a FIFO queue at each
process. When a new st_status message is generated by a
process, the message is buffered until the process has sent
all previous st_status messages and, moreover, has recei-
ved acknowledgments for all of them. It can be veriﬁed that
the above two modiﬁcations do not affect the correctness
andmessage-optimalityofouralgorithm.However,theymay
increase the detection latency. Speciﬁcally, it is possible that
when the underlying computation terminates the queue still
contains a large number of st_status messages. To prevent
the queue from becoming too long, we can proceed as fol-
lows.Aprocess,ongeneratinganst_active message,checks
to see if the queue contains an st_status message. If the
queue is non-empty, then the process simply discards the
(new) st_active message and also deletes the last st_status
message, which will be an st_passive message, from the
queue. Intuitively, the “new” st_active message “cancels”
the “old” st_passive message. A similar optimization can
be performed when an st_passive message is generated.
This ensures that the queue never contains more than one
pending st_status message.
Ensuring that the acknowledgment message for an enga-
gingapplicationmessagedoesnotovertakeanydetachmes-
sage sent earlier: In the modiﬁed algorithm, every detach
message is acknowledged. Speciﬁcally, a process, after sen-
ding a detach message to its parent, waits until it has recei-
ved an acknowledgment (for the detach message) from its
parent before sending the acknowledgment message for
the engaging application message. The notion of quiescence
is now redeﬁned as: a process is quiescent if it is passive,
has received an acknowledgment message for every appli-
cation message it has sent so far, and has received an ack-
nowledgment for every detach message it has sent so far.I t
can be veriﬁed that the aforementioned modiﬁcations do not
affect the correctness and optimality of our algorithm.
3.6 Computing detection latency when N/D is large
IntheanalysisofthedetectionlatencyinSect.3.4,weassume
thatmessageprocessingtimeisnegligibleandcanbeignored.
Messageprocessingtimecannolongerbeignoredif,forins-
tance,thenumberofmessagesthataprocesshastohandlein
the worst-case, before termination can be announced, grows
linearlywiththenumberofprocesses.Inthatcase,thedetec-
tion delay due to message processing overhead will grow
linearly with the number of processes in the system. On the
other hand, the detection delay due to message transmis-
sion overhead will grow linearly with the diameter of the
communication topology. As a result, when N/D becomes
sufﬁciently large, message processing overhead will start
dominating message transmission overhead. In this section,
we present an analysis of the detection latency by explicitly
considering message processing time [20,21]. We assume
that messages are processed in the order in which they are
received along a channel. To avoid confusion between the
terms “process” and “processing”, we sometimes use the
term “node” instead of “process”.
When a message arrives along an incoming channel at a
node, its processing may be delayed because of two reasons.
First,therearealargenumberofothermessagesalreadywai-
ting to be processed at the node. Second, messages continue
to arrive at other incoming channels and the node chooses to
process them ﬁrst, thereby “ignoring” some incoming chan-
nel for a long time. Although both scenarios are possible in
an asynchronous distributed system, they do not occur often
in practice. Typically, the system maintains a limited amount
of buffer space for each channel to store messages that have
not been processed by the application yet. Likewise, the pro-
bability that some incoming channel is not serviced by the
application for a long time even though it has a message
waiting to be received is very small. Therefore we make the
following two realistic assumptions. The ﬁrst assumption is
concerned with the number of messages that may be waiting
to be processed at a node at any given time.
Assumption 1 (bounded buffer) At any give time, the num-
ber of messages waiting to be processed along an incoming
channelatanodeisboundedby B,where B issomeconstant.
The second assumption is concerned with the fairness of
processing messages at a node.
Assumption 2 (boundedwait)Assumethatamessagerecei-
ved along an incoming channel c at a node is waiting to be
processed. Then, the node may process at most W messages
along each of its other incoming channels before processing
any message received along the channel c, where W is some
constant.
Assumethat the computation has terminated. Table 2des-
cribes the states through which the system passes before ter-
minationisannounced.Notethateachofthepropertydeﬁned
in the table is stable in the sense that the property continues
to hold once it becomes true. As we are interested in compu-
ting the detection latency in the worst-case, we assume that
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Table 2 States through which a system passes once the computation terminates but before termination is announced
Property satisﬁed by the system state Earliest time at which the
property becomes true
P0 : the computation has terminated t0
P1 : all nodes have received and processed acknowledgment messages for their non-engaging application messages t1
P2 : all root nodes with large computation subtrees have received and processed at least one detach message t2
P3 : all root nodes with large computation subtrees have broken their links with their parents t3
P4 : all processes have become quiescent t4
P5 : the coordinator has announced termination t5
ti+1 > ti for each i = 0,...,4. We bound the length of the
interval ti+1 − ti for each i = 0,...,4.
Let τp and τc denote the worst-case message processing
and transmission time, respectively. Also, for a process pi,
let δi denote the degree of process pi in the communica-
tion topology. We ﬁrst bound t1 − t0. Note that acknow-
ledgment messages for non-engaging application messages
are sent before the computation terminates. These messages
take at most τc time to arrive at their respective destination
processes. Once an acknowledgment message arrives at a
node,say pi,itisprocessedwithin O(BWδi τp)time.Let 
denote the maximum degree of a node in the communication
topology. Since δi   ,w eh a v e :
t1 − t0 = O(τc + BW τp) (6)
We now bound t2 − t1. We deﬁne the fan-out of a com-
munication topology as the minimum of   · D and 2N and
denote it by F. Formally,
F  min{  · D,2N}
Intuitively, we use fan-out to capture the worst-case delay
experienced by a message traveling a distance of at most D
hops along any tree of the topology. For a process pi,l e t
si denote the degree of pi in the BFS spanning tree. Note
that, at time t1, all unacknowledged application messages
are engaging in nature. Let ci denote the degree of pi in the
computation tree (more precisely, forest) induced by unack-
nowledged application messages at time t1. Note that both si
and ci are at most  .L e tQ denote some subset of nodes.
When Q containsatmost D nodes,thefollowinginequalities
can be easily veriﬁed:

pi∈Q and |Q|D
si  F and

pi∈Q and |Q|D
ci  F (7)
Aftert1,aprocess pi canreceiveamessagealonganinco-
ming channel only if the channel is a part of either the BFS
spanningtreeorthecomputationtree.Inotherwords,aftert1,
pi canreceivemessagesalongatmostsi +ci incomingchan-
nels.Further,att1,allmessagesreceivedalongtheremaining
incoming channels have already been processed by pi.T o
boundt2−t1,weproceedasfollows.Observethatalldetach
messages are generated before the computation terminates.
Adetach messagehastotravel D hopsalongachainofuna-
cknowledged application messages in the reverse direction.
Let the chain of processes through which a detach message
passes be given by pi0, pi1,...,piD, where pi0 generates a
detach message intended for pcD. When a detach message
arrives at a process pi j, where 0 < j  D,i ti sp r o c e s s e d
within O(BW(si j + ci j)τ p) time. As a result, once pi0
generates a detach message, piD receives and processes a
detach messages within
D
j=1 O(τc + BW(si j + ci j)τp)
time. Therefore, using (7), we have:
t2 − t1 =
D 
j=1
O(τc + BW(si j + ci j)τp)
= O(Dτc + BWτp
D 
j=1
(si j + ci j))
= O(Dτc + BWFτp) (8)
Using a similar argument, we can show that t3−t2, t4−t3
and t5 − t4 are all bounded by O(Dτc + BWFτp).T h e
main idea is that once a property Pi holds, where 2  i <
5, property Pi+1 holds after some messages have traveled
at most O(D) hops. Further, the number of such messages
is small (speciﬁcally, O(1)). Combining the bounds on all
intervals, it follows that t5 − t0 is bounded by O(Dτc +
BWFτp).
When message processing is considered explicitly, the
lower bound on detection latency of a termination detection
algorithm for a communication topology is no longer given
by  (D). But rather it is given by the minimum amount
of time it takes to perform a broadcast (or a convergecast)
on that topology [21]. Therefore our termination detection
algorithm is latency-optimal whenever the lower bound on
the time-complexity of a doing a broadcast on a communi-
cation topology is  (F). Some examples of such topologies
include chain, ring, star and a grid.
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4 An optimal algorithm for delayed initiation
Iftheunderlyingcomputationismessage-intensive,thenitis
desirable not to initiate the termination detection algorithm
along with the computation. It is preferable, instead, to ini-
tiate it later, when the underlying computation is “close” to
termination. This is because, in the latter case, the (worst-
case) message-complexity of the termination detection algo-
rithm would depend on the number of application messages
exchanged by the computation after the termination detec-
tion algorithm has commenced. As a result, with delayed
initiation, the termination detection algorithm generally
exchanges fewer number of control messages than with
simultaneous initiation.
Tocorrectlydetectterminationwithdelayedinitiation,we
use the scheme proposed in [4]. The main idea is to distin-
guish between application messages sent by a process before
it started termination detection and messages sent by it after
itstartedterminationdetection.Clearly,theformermessages
should not be “tracked” by the termination detection algo-
rithm and the latter messages should be “tracked” by the
termination detection algorithm. Note that delayed initiation
is not possible unless all channels are FIFO. This is because
if one or more channels are non-FIFO then an application
message may be delayed arbitrarily on a channel, no process
would be aware of its existence, and this message may arrive
atthedestinationafterterminationhasbeenannounced.The-
reforeweassumethatallchannelsareFIFO.Wealsoassume
that each process knows all its neighboring processes (that
is, outgoing channels).
In order to distinguish between the two kinds of applica-
tion messages, we use a marker message. Speciﬁcally, as
soon as a process starts the termination detection algorithm,
it sends a marker message along all its outgoing channels.
Therefore,whenaprocessreceivesa marker messagealong
an incoming channel, it knows that any application message
received along that channel from now on has to be acknow-
ledged as per the termination detection algorithm. On the
other hand, if a process receives an application message on
an incoming channel along which it has not yet received a
marker message, then that message should not be acknow-
ledged and should be simply delivered to the application.
Intuitively,a marker messagesentalongachannel“ﬂushes”
any in-transit application messages on that channel. For ease
of exposition, we assume that initially all incoming chan-
nels are uncolored. Further, a process, on receiving a mar-
ker message along an incoming channel, colors the channel
along which it has received the marker message.
To initiate the termination detection algorithm, the coor-
dinator sends a marker message to itself. When a process
receives a marker message, as explained before, it colors
the incoming channel along which the marker message is
received. Additionally, if it is the ﬁrst marker message to be
received, the process starts executing the termination detec-
tion algorithm and also sends a marker message along all
its outgoing channels. Note that the coordinator should not
announce termination at least until every process has recei-
ved a marker message along all its incoming channels and
therefore has colored all its incoming channels. Otherwise,
someuncoloredchannelmaycontainanapplicationmessage
that neither the sender nor the receiver is aware of and the
message may arrive after the termination is announced. This
willviolatethesafetyofthedetectionalgorithm.Tothatend,
we redeﬁne the notion of quiescence as follows: a process is
quiescent if it is passive, has received an acknowledgment
message for every application message it has sent since it
started executing the termination detection algorithm, and
all its incoming channels have been colored. A formal des-
cription of the termination detection algorithm TDA-DI for
delayed initiation is given in Fig. 6.
Oncethecoordinatorstartstheterminationdetectionalgo-
rithm, all incoming channels are colored within O(D) mes-
sage hops. The following theorem can be proved in a similar
manner as Lemma 2:
Lemma 14 Once the underlying computation terminates,
all processes eventually become quiescent.
Moreover, using the deﬁnition of quiescence and the fact
that all channels are FIFO, it follows that:
Lemma 15 If all processes are quiescent, then no channel
contains an application message that was sent by a process
before starting the termination detection algorithm.
From the above lemma, we can infer that:
Lemma 16 If all processes are quiescent, then the under-
lying computation has terminated.
Proof Assume that all processes are quiescent. Therefore
every application message that was sent by a process after
starting the termination detection algorithm has been ack-
nowledged. This implies that no channel contains an appli-
cation message that was sent by a process after starting the
terminationdetectionalgorithm.Moreover,fromLemma15,
no channel contains an application message that was sent by
aprocessbeforestartingtheterminationdetectionalgorithm.
In other words, all channels are empty (of application mes-
sages). Moreover, since all processes are quiescent, they are
passive as well.    
Intuitively,TDA-DIannouncesterminationonceitdetects
that all processes have become quiescent, and vice versa.
Therefore its liveness follows from Lemma 14 and its safety
follows from Lemma 16.
The only additional messages exchanged by TDA-DI are
marker messages. Therefore the message-complexity of
TDA-DI is O( ¯ M + E), where ¯ M is number of application
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Termination detection algorithm for process pi:
// Modiﬁcation of TDA-SI: the algorithm for simultaneous initiation.
// Changes: one new action C1 and new deﬁnition for quiescence. The actions A1-A8 and B1-B3 remain the
// same and are executed only after the commencement of the termination detection algorithm.
// Application messages received along an uncolored channel are not acknowledged and are simply delivered to
// the application, whereas those received along a colored channel are handled using action A2.
Variables:
startDetectioni := false; // am I executing the termination detection algorithm?
Useful expression:
// we have to redeﬁne what it means for a process to be quiescent
quiescenti (statei = passive) ∧ (missingi =0 )∧ (all incoming channels have been colored);
(C1) On receiving marker message from process pj:
if not(startDetectioni) then
send marker message along all outgoing channels;
startDetectioni := true;
endif;
if (pi = pj) then
color the incoming channel from process pj;
endif;
if quiescenti then
call sendIfQuiescent( );
endif;
Fig. 6 Termination detection algorithm TDA-DI for delayed initiation
messagesexchangedbythedistributedcomputationafterthe
terminationdetectionalgorithmhasstartedand E isthenum-
ber of channels in the communication topology. Note that
¯ M may be as large as M in the worst case. Therefore the
worst-case message complexity of the termination detection
algorithm with delayed initiation is actually more than that
of the algorithm with simultaneous initiation. However, we
expect the average message complexity to be much lower in
thecaseofdelayedinitiationbecausemuchfewerapplication
messages will need to be tracked on average.
Also, assuming that the termination detection algorithm
is started before the underlying computation terminates, the
detection latency of TDA-DI is O(D). This is because, once
the coordinator starts the termination detection algorithm,
within O(D) message hops, all processes start the termina-
tion detection algorithm and all incoming channels become
colored. After this, similar to Lemma 12 and Theorem 13,i t
can be proved that all processes become quiescent and ter-
mination is detected within O(D) message hops. Elsewhere,
we show that any termination detection algorithm designed
forsimultaneousinitiationcanbetransformedintoatermina-
tion detection algorithm for delayed initiation with minimal
impact on its performance [28].
5 An optimal algorithm when application messages
are multi-hop
In this section, we describe modiﬁcations required to our
algorithm to ensure optimality with respect to message-
complexityanddetection-latencywhenapplicationmessages
can be exchanged between arbitrary processes. We describe
the modiﬁcations assuming simultaneous initiation. The
ideas in this section can be easily combined with the ideas
in the previous section to maintain optimality with delayed
initiation as well.
We assume that an application message sent by process
pi to process pj travels along a shortest path from pi to
pj. We also assume that any acknowledgment or detach
message that pj sends to pi travels along the path taken by
the application message in reverse direction.
5.1 Modiﬁcations to our algorithm
When application messages can be exchanged between arbi-
trary processes (and not just neighboring processes), each
link in an acknowledgment chain may consist of  (D)
message hops in the worst-case. As a result, the length of
the acknowledgment chain in terms of number of message
hops may be as large as  (D2). This means that the worst-
case detection latency of our algorithm is  (D2), which is
clearly suboptimal.
Toachievelatency-optimality,insteadofincrementingthe
hop counter by one every time an application message is
exchanged, we increment the counter by the number of hops
in the path taken by the application message. Observe that,
with this modiﬁcation, the value of the hop counter can
actually become more than D. The counter is reset to zero
as soon as its value becomes greater than or equal to D.
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This ensures that the value of the counter never exceeds
2D, which, in turn, implies that the length of the acknow-
ledgment chain in terms of number of message hops never
exceeds 2D.
Asbefore,whenaprocessresetsthehopcounter,itsbeha-
vior is similar to that of a root process in TDA-SI. Spe-
ciﬁcally, it generates a detach message that is propagated
upwards to the closest root process in the computation tree,
which is at a distance of at least D message hops from it.
Further, it maintains its link with its parent and reports its
status to it until it receives a detach message from one of its
children in the computation tree.
Clearly,ourmodiﬁcationsensurethatthedetectionlatency
of the resulting algorithm is O(D) in the worst-case. We
now show that the modiﬁed algorithm has optimal message-
complexity as well. We refer to the modiﬁed algorithm as
TDA-SI-MH.
5.2 Proof of message-optimality
Note that, in TDA-SI-MH, a st_active or st_passive mes-
sage generated by a process may not be amortized over at
least D application messages. This is because the acknow-
ledgment chain is cut as soon as its length becomes at least
D in term of number of message hops and not in terms of
number of application messages. In fact, in the worst case,
the length of the acknowledgment chain may consist of
only one application message (that travels a distance of D
message hops). As a result, it may appear that TDA-SI-MH
is no longer message-optimal. We show that our algorithm
is still message-optimal if we count a control message (such
asan acknowledgment messageora detach message)that
travels a distance of d message hops as d different control
messages. This is also consistent with the way we count
st_active, st_passive and ack_st_active messages in the
analysis of TDA-SI-MH.
Let H denote the average number of hops traveled by an
application message. It is given by the ratio
total number of hops traveled by all application messages
total number of application messages .
Note that 1  H  D. When application messages are only
exchanged between neighboring processes, clearly, H = 1.
We show that the message complexity of the modiﬁed algo-
rithm is  (MH+ N), which we prove is optimal.
First, we show that the worst-case message complexity
of an arbitrary termination detection algorithm A is given by
 (MH+N),therebyprovingtheoptimalityofTDA-SI-MH.
It sufﬁces to show that the worst-case message complexity
of any termination detection algorithm is  (MH) when the
computation is diffusing. Note that one may be tempted to
thinkthatthelowerboundtriviallyfollowsfromChandyand
Misra’s lower bound proof [6] by replacing each application
message that travels a distance of d hops with d application
messages,eachofwhichtravelsadistanceofonehop.Howe-
verthetransformationisnotcorrectforthefollowingreason:
Suppose an application message from process pi to process
pj travels via processes pk1, pk2,...,pkd−1. Then, before
the transformation, each process pkl, where 1  l < d, basi-
cally acts as a relay; it does not become active on receiving
the application message. However, after the transformation,
each process pkl, where 1  l < d, has to become active on
receiving the corresponding application message to satisfy
the rules of the computation. Another approach is to assume
that an “intermediate” application message does not really
spawn any activity in the system in the sense that a passive
process on receiving such a message stays active for a very
short while during which it simply forwards the message to
the next process. However, Chandy and Misra’s lower bound
proof [6] assumes that each application message is capable
ofspawningindependentactivityinthesystemandtherefore
the proof does not carry over to the system obtained after the
transformation.
Note that, if there exists a computation state reachable
from the initial state after which the termination detection
algorithm A exchanges an inﬁnite number of control mes-
sages,thenthelowerboundtriviallyholds.Thereforeassume
that, after each computation state reachable from the initial
state, the termination detection algorithm A exchanges only
a ﬁnite number of control messages after which it does not
exchangeanycontrolmessageuntilthecomputationexecutes
an event. Our lower bound proof uses the following lemma.
Lemma 17 Consider two processes pi and pj that are at
distance of H hops from each other. Assume that the system
is in a state in which only pi and pj are active, all other
processes are passive and all channels are empty. Then there
exist an execution σ of the system (starting from the given
state) and a process pk ∈{pi, pj} such that (1) after σ only
pk is active, all other processes are passive and all channels
are empty, (2) no application message is exchanged during
σ, and (3) at least  H/2  control messages are exchanged
by an arbitrary termination detection algorithm A during σ.
Proof We consider two executions of the computation from
the given state: one in which both processes become passive
and one in which only one of them becomes passive.
In the ﬁrst execution of the computation, denoted by κ1,
both processes pi and pj become passive without genera-
tinganyapplicationmessage.Clearly,oncethathappens,the
computation terminates. Consider an execution τ1 of the ter-
mination detection algorithm A from the state resulting after
executing κ1 such that (1) after τ1, no more control messages
are exchanged, and (2) some process announces termination
in τ1. Such an execution exists because, by assumption, the
terminationdetectionalgorithmexchangesonlyaﬁnitenum-
ber of messages in any computation state and, moreover, it
is live. Let pt be a process that announces termination in
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τ1. Process pt can announce termination only after “lear-
ning” that both pi and pj have become passive. Otherwise,
it can be shown that the termination detection algorithm is
not safe. Note that, in an asynchronous distributed system,
the knowledge that some process has become passive can
only be acquired through a (possibly empty) causal chain of
messages [6]. Let K denote the set of processes that “learn”
during the execution τ1 of the algorithm that both pi and
pj have become passive. The set K is non-empty because
pt ∈ K. For a process px ∈ K,l e t first(px) denote the ear-
liest event on px when px acquired that knowledge during
τ1. Consider a process pmin ∈ K such that first(pmin) is
a minimal event, with respect to →, among all events in
{ first(px) | px ∈ K}. Note that pmin is at a distance of
at least  H/2  hops from either pi or pj. Without loss of
generality,assumethat pmin isatadistanceofatleast H/2 
hopsfrom pi.Forpmin to“learn”that pi hasbecomepassive,
there should be causal chain of messages starting from when
pi becomes passive and ending at first(pmin) such that all
messagesinthechainaresentduringτ1.LetC denotetheset
of processes through which this chain passes. (C includes pi
butdoesnotinclude pmin.)Clearly,C containsatleast H/2 
processes. Moreover, from the way pmin is chosen, each pro-
cess in C sends its ﬁrst control message during τ1 without
knowing that the other process pj has become passive.
Now, consider the second execution of the computation,
denoted by κ2, in which only process pi becomes passive
but pj remains active. Processes in C clearly cannot dis-
tinguish between executions κ1 and κ2 of the computation
when they send their ﬁrst control message during τ1. There-
fore there exists an execution τ2 of the termination detection
algorithm from the state resulting after κ2 such that (1) at
least  H/2  processes send a control message during τ2, and
(2) no control message is sent after τ2 until the computation
executes an event. The required execution σ of the system is
given by κ2 followed by τ2.    
We are now ready to prove the lower bound on message
complexity of a termination detection algorithm. Our proof
is based on the proof of lower bound on message complexity
of a termination detection algorithm given in Tel [31]f o rt h e
case when H = 1.
Theorem 18 (lower bound on message-complexity) Consi-
deradiffusingcomputationandassumethatthecomputation
eventually terminates. Then, the worst-case message-
complexity of any termination detection algorithm is given
by  (MH), where M is the number of application messages
exchanged by the underlying computation and H is the ave-
rage number of hops traveled by the application messages.
Proof The proof is constructive by nature. We construct a
system execution in steps. In each step, the underlying com-
putation exchanges one application message that travels a
distance of H hops because of which the termination detec-
tionalgorithmisforcedtoexchange (H)controlmessages.
Consider two processes pi and pj that are at a distance
of H hops from each other. Assume that the system is in a
state X in which only one process, say pi, is active, all other
processes are passive and all channels are empty. (This state
maybetheinitialstateofthesystem.)Now,suppose pi sends
an application message to pj which makes pj active. Since
theterminationdetectionalgorithmeventuallystopsexchan-
ging control messages, the system eventually reaches a state
Y—viaanexecutionσ1—inwhichboth pi and pj areactive,
allotherprocessesarepassiveandallchannelsareempty.We
cannowapplyLemma17tosystemstateY.Thusthereexists
an execution σ2 of the system that takes the system to a state
Z suchthat(1)in Z onlyoneprocess pk ∈{pi, pj}isactive,
all other processes are passive and all channels are empty,
(2) no application message is exchanged during σ2 and (3)
at least  (H) control messages are exchanged during σ2.
Combiningthetwoexecutions,wecanconcludethatthere
exists an execution σ of the system, which is given by σ1
followedbyσ2,suchthat(1)exactlyoneapplicationmessage
is exchanged during σ, (2) the application message travels
a distance of H hops, (3) at least  (H) control messages
are exchanged during σ, and (4) the system state after σ is
isomorphic to the system state before σ.
The last property implies that the above-described
construction can be repeated ad inﬁnitum, thereby proving
the lower bound.    
Next, we show that TDA-SI-MH has optimal message-
complexity.
Theorem 19 (TDA-SI-MH is message-optimal) Assume
thattheunderlyingcomputationeventuallyterminates.Then,
the number of control messages exchanged by the modiﬁed
algorithm is given by  (MH+ N), where N is the number
of processes in the system, M is the number of application
messages exchanged by the underlying computation and H
is the average number of hops traveled by the application
messages.
Proof The structure of the proof is quite similar to the struc-
ture of the proof for Theorem 11. We present it for the sake
of completeness.
Our algorithm exchanges six different types of control
messages, namely acknowledgment, detach, initialize,
st_active, st_passive and ack_st_active. We now bound
each of the six types of control messages.
Clearly, the number of acknowledgment messages is
equal to the total number of hops traveled by all application
messages collectively, which is given by MH. A process
sends at most one detach message per engaging applica-
tion message. Therefore the number of detach messages is
upper-boundedby MH.Everyprocesssendsatmostoneini-
tialize message. Further, initialize messages are propagated
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to the coordinator in a convergecast fashion. Hence the total
number of initialize messages exchanged is given by O(N).
Every st_active and st_passive message has to be pro-
pagated to the coordinator along the BFS spanning tree and,
therefore, may have to travel a distance of up to D message
hops. Likewise, an ack_st_active message may have to tra-
veladistanceofupto Dmessagehops.FromLemma5,every
processsendsanequalnumberof st_active and st_passive
messages. Moreover, the number of ack_st_active mes-
sages a process receives is equal to the number of st_active
messages it sends. Thus it is sufﬁcient to show that the total
number of st_active messages generated by all processes
combined is bounded by MH/D. This in turn would imply
that the total number of st_active, st_passive and
ack_st_active messages exchanged is O(MH).
Observe that a process sends an st_active message only
when it is non-quiescent and, moreover, it sends at most one
st_active message per non-quiescent interval. We, there-
fore, bound the number of non-quiescent intervals in which
an st_active message is sent. Let I ⊆ NQI denote the set
of those non-quiescent intervals during which an st_active
messageissent.Fortwonon-quiescentintervals x and y with
x  → y, the distance between x and y is given by the number
of hops traveled by the engaging application message that
created y (and was sent during x). Our proof uses the notion
of childset of a non-quiescent interval, which was deﬁned in
the proof of Theorem 11. It can be veriﬁed that:
({x, y}⊆I)∧(x  = y) ⇒ childset(x)∩childset(y) =∅
(9)
Also,lettotalhops(x)denotethetotalnumberofhopstrave-
ledbyapplicationmessagesthatcreatednon-quiescentinter-
vals in childset(x). From the deﬁnition of I,
x ∈ I ⇒ totalhops(x)  D (10)
We have,
{u s i n g( 9)}

x∈I
totalhops(x)  MH
⇒ {u s i n g( 10)}
D ×|I| 

x∈I
totalhops(x)  MH
⇒ { algebra }
|I|  MH/D
This establishes the theorem.    
Note that, to achieve optimality, our algorithm does not
require the knowledge of H, the average number of hops
traveled by application messages. Also, as opposed to our
algorithm, Mahapatra and Dutt’s algorithm [21], which is
also latency-optimal, has worst-case message complexity of
O(MD+ N) irrespective of the average number of hops
traveled by application messages. Therefore Mahapatra and
Dutt’salgorithm[21]ismessage-optimalonlyforthosecom-
putations for which H is  (D). On the other hand, our algo-
rithm is message-optimal for all computations.
6 Conclusion and future work
In this paper, we have presented three algorithms for termi-
nation detection when processes and channels are reliable,
and all channels are bidirectional. All three of the algorithms
have optimal message complexity under varying assump-
tions. Moreover, they have optimal detection latency when
messageprocessingtimeisignored.AlgorithmsTDA-SIand
TDA-SI-MHhavetobeinitiatedalongwiththecomputation.
The former algorithm is optimal when application messages
are only exchanged between neighboring processes, whe-
reas the latter is optimal when application messages can be
exchanged between arbitrary processes. Algorithm TDA-DI
canbeinitiatedatanytimeafter thecomputationhasstarted.
However, all channels are required to be FIFO for the algo-
rithm to work correctly, which is also necessary to solve the
problem.
All of our algorithms have three limitations currently.
First, all processes need to know the diameter of the commu-
nicationtopologywithinaconstantfactor.(Itisnotnecessary
toknowtheexactvalueofthediameteraslongastheestimate
is within a constant factor of the actual value.) Second, they
are asymmetric in the sense that one of the processes acts
as a coordinator and is responsible for maintaining the state
of the system. Third, our algorithms have optimal detection
latency only when message processing time is ignored. An
interesting (but challenging) research problem is to design
a message-optimal termination detection algorithm that has
optimal detection latency even when message processing
timeisexplicitlyconsidered,isfullysymmetric,andinwhich
the amount of knowledge a process needs to have about the
system is minimized [22].
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